[Principle of constructing polyvalent Pseudomonas aeruginosa vaccines].
Dependence of the range of protective action of P. aeruginosa vaccine on the number of its composites was studied. A principle of the selection of strains who vaccines differed in vivo by immunological specificity was applied to construction of the experimental preparations and modelling a polyvalent vaccine. Increase of the number of components in the vaccine was accompanied by increase of its protective action range. However, with the increase of the number of polyvaccine components in the polyvaccine the accretion of the protective effect expressed in the mean protective index per component displayed a gradual reduction. It was calculated theoretically that a 6--7-component vaccine should provide protection from 94--96% of the P. aeruginosa strains; as to further increase of the number of components--it would induce overloading of the vaccine with a possible absence of any effect.